There is a need for media and art professionals to take over new media forms and technologies in the constantly changing media environment.

Master’s Degree in Emerging Media
Qualification: Master of Culture and Arts
Extent and duration: 60 ECTS, 1 year

The brand new Master’s Degree Programme in Emerging Media will give you creative thinking tools and problem-solving skills to explore the field of media. The degree programme is mainly organised online including four intensive weeks in Finland.

This degree programme combines innovative and diverse media approaches: emerging technologies, content creation, design thinking and artistic practices. You will explore how art and content creation are related to different emerging technologies, such as extended reality (XR), machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI).

Depending on your prior professional experience and personal achievements, you will qualify for leading and performing tasks in the area of media and arts.

A Master’s degree certificate issued by TAMK gives general eligibility for applying for doctoral studies at universities. However, please see the admission policy of the institution in question for further information.